Unstructured mesh h-refinement replaces an existing element with a set of smaller child elements to improve the local resolution. A template can be used to create the child elements from the original nodes of the parent element and any new nodes that are introduced at edge, face, or element centers. Homogeneous refinement results when all the edges of the element are split and the child elements are typically of the same type as the parent. A transition refinement element is required to interface the homogeneously refined element with the surrounding unrefined elements. The number of possible transition refinement templates is very large and typically only a fraction of the possible templates are implemented. The present effort automates the process of generating the transition element templates through the use of metaprogramming: one program will generate the templates and write out software to be compiled into the actual mesh refinement code. The current approach is described in detail and demonstrated on three different test cases. The first is refinement of all elements within a bounding box as might be used to improve local solution accuracy. The second case is refinement to eliminate orphans in an overset mesh system when the overlap between the meshes is insufficient to provide quality interpolation sources. The final test case combines refinement to eliminate orphans with refinement to improve local solution accuracy. The current procedure generates over 900 unique templates that expands to over 12,000 possible combinations of transition refinement templates.
I. Introduction
One approach to unstructured mesh refinement, sometimes called h-refinement, replaces an existing element with a set of smaller elements to locally improve the mesh resolution. This is commonly used in a solution adaptive process where the mesh is locally refined in regions to improve the solution accuracy and coarsened in regions where the solution is smooth. See for example Reference 1. Unstructured mesh refinement has also been used to improve the overlap between overset component meshes, 2, 3 which is the motivation for the present work.
The mesh refinement procedure will typically first mark appropriate elements for homogeneous (HG) refinement where the candidate elements are to be refined in all directions. For example, the present effort will homogeneously refine a hexahedron into eight smaller hexahedrons. The HG refined elements will cause adjacent unrefined elements to have hanging nodes, which are nodes that exist at locations other than the corners of an element. Transition (TR) refinement elements are used to interface the HG refined elements to unrefined surrounding elements and eliminate the hanging nodes.
The creation of the refined elements from the unrefined parent element is performed using a template that defines how new nodes are introduced at edge, face, and element centers along with how to form the child elements from the original and new nodes. A single template for each element type (hexahedron, tetrahedron, prism/wedges, and pyramids) is used for the HG refinement. The refinement of transition elements requires a large number of templates due to the combinations of edges and faces that can be split. Typically only a small subset of the total combinations is used, see for example References 1, 4, 5. If a particular transition element requires a refinement template that does not exist additional edges can be split in the hope of changing the transition element to one for which the refinement template exists. This will cause other elements that share the new split edge to change their refinement template and introduces iteration in the selection of refinement templates. It is easy to see that without a sufficiently large set of templates the refinement region can expand to a extent larger than desired.
The generation of the refinement templates is a tedious and error prone task if performed manually. A small number of templates can be coded and verified in a reasonable amount of time. Attempting to manually create the exhaustive set of refinement templates for the mixed elements is prohibitive. The present effort automates the task of generating the transition element templates through the use of metaprogramming: a computer program whose output is software that defines the refinement templates. This paper will describe the approach to automating the creation of the refinement templates along with their use in the refinement process. Results will be presented for refining an overset mesh system to reduce the number of orphans in the overset composite mesh. In addition, a demonstration of combining refinement to improve solution quality with refinement to improve overset overlap will be presented.
II. Element Numbering
The use of refinement templates requires a convention on the numbering of nodes, edges, and faces in each type of element. The node and edge/face numbering conventions for triangles and quadrilaterals used in this effort are shown in Figure 1 . The conventions for tetrahedron, pyramids, prisms/wedges, and hexahedron are given in Figures 2 through 5 and Tables 5 through 8 . The face nodes are ordered in a cyclic manner so that the normal to the face will point into the element.
III. Face Refinement Templates
The refinement templates used in this effort will be first illustrated using the templates for triangle and quadrilateral elements. The refinement of the three-dimensional elements will begin by refining the triangle and quadrilateral faces of the element. In all cases template 0 is reserved for the case of homogeneous refinement where all the edges of an element are split and the element is subdivided using, as much as possible, the same element type. Figures 6 and 7 present the refinement templates for triangles and quadrilaterals respectively. The new nodes are numbered in the order of the edge indices.
Template 2 for the triangle, (see Figure 6 ) shows the choice that must be made when a triangle has two refined edges. The present effort subdivides a triangle into additional triangles resulting in a choice as to which diagonal to choose for splitting the face into three triangles. The current effort uses a simple criteria based upon the larger node or edge index. The resulting cell quality may be improved by a different criteria such as shorter element diagonal or better triangle metrics. 5 However, the criteria must be consistent in all cases to ensure that neighboring elements refine the face the same way. The node that is chosen for the diagonal is called a decision node. As an example, in Figure 6 Template 2, Variant 0 has a decision node of 1 and Template 2, Variant 1 has a decision node of 2.
The variants could be eliminated by refining Template 2 using one triangle and one quadrilateral as shown in Reference 5 however this option was not used in the current effort.
The quadrilateral face refinement templates use all quadrilaterals for only Template 0 (Homogeneous refinement) and for simplicity refines the face using mostly triangles for the other templates as shown in Figure 7 . No decision nodes are required for quadrilateral faces.
IV. Refinement Template Information V. Eliminating Permutations by Mappings
The entire set of templates for all possible refined edges does not need to be computed. Many templates are identical if appropriate mappings are made to the result. For example, consider the case of a transition refinement hexahedral element with only a single edge that is split. Since there are 12 edges in a hexahedron, 12 different refinement templates would be required if mappings were not utilized.
The present effort defines the master refinement template relative to a base face. The derived template for a different set of refined edges is obtained by taking the results from the master template and applying a mapping. The master template nodes, edges, and faces are transformed in this manner to define the template for additional permutations.
The mapping of data in the refinement template to a permuted template is performed via a sequence of two different mappings. The first effectively rotates the element about the normal to the base face. The second mapping moves the template base face into a different face of the element.
The base face for all templates is defined to be the face with nodes (0,1,2) for the tetrahedron and prism elements (See Figures 2 and 4) and nodes (0,1,2,3) for the pyramid and hexahedron elements (See Figures 3  and 5) .
To illustrate the first mapping (a rotation normal to the base face), consider the simplest master template when the edge with nodes (0,1) is refined. Additional permuted templates can be obtained by mapping the nodes in the master template such that another edge in the base face is refined. This mapping, for the tetrahedron and pyramid, are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Applying mapping number 1 in Tables 1 and 2 would yield a permuted template where the edge with nodes (1,2) is refined.
To illustrate the second mapping, which moves the master template base face into a different face of the element, consider the case where all the edges of the base face have been refined: i.e. edges (0,1), (1, 2) , and (2,0) are refined. Additional permuted templates can be obtained by mapping the nodes in the master element template such that another face has all of its edge refined. This mapping for the tetrahedron is shown in Table 3 . Applying mapping number 1 in Table 3 would yield a transformed template where the edge with nodes (3,1), (1, 0) , and (0,3) are refined. Since the pyramid has one quadrilateral and 4 triangular faces, only the identity mapping is available. Similar node mappings for the other elements can easily be defined. The mappings for edges and faces can then be obtained using the node mappings.
Since a mapping requires selection of a rotation and a base face mapping, generation of the complete set of permuted template requires nested looping over the possible first and second mappings. The number of mappings for each element type are shown in Table 4 . 
VI. Template Signature and Selecting the Appropriate Template
The application of the refinement templates during the mesh refinement process requires run-time selection of the appropriate template. For a small number of templates a small set of conditionals can be used to select the appropriate template. Selection using conditionals is virtually impossible for a large set templates. The present effort utilizes a template signature to overcome this difficulty.
A. Template Signature
The signature is defined based upon the edges that are split and the decision nodes that are to be used at each face.
The edge portion of the signature turns on a bit corresponding to any edge that is split. The decision node portion of the signature stores the element node that was used to form the diagonal on any face that has two split edges. This element node is the unrefined element template node, for example 0 to 7 for a hexahedron.
In pseudo code, the edge portion of the signature is computed as:
for e between 0 and number_edges-1: if edge_is_split[e]: signature_edge = signature_edge + bit bit = bit*2
The decision node portion of the signature utilizes four bits to store the node index for each face and is computed as: signature_nodes = 0 factor = 1 for f between 0 and number_faces-1: node = get_decision_node_for_face(f) bits = node * factor signature_node = signature_node + bits factor = factor + 16
Increasing the factor by 16 with each face corresponds to a bit shift of 4 bits/face. The signature for the template combines the two signatures via:
The multiplication of 4096 shifts the node signature by 12 bits, which corresponds to the maximum number of edges in any of the mixed element types. As described in Section V, a base face rotation and mapping can be applied to a set of edges and nodes to obtain a related set that can use the same template. For each set of refined edges and decision nodes the set of signatures computed by applying the complete set of mapping are obtained. These sets of signatures, along with the base face and base face rotation used in the mapping, are stored and will be used in the template selection process described in the next section.
A refinement template is stored in a C++ map or python dictionary using the set of signatures associated with it as the insertion key. The python dictionary is used when generating the templates to determine if the candidate refinement template already exists or can be obtained by the mapping functions. If the dictionary has a key equal to the signature then there is no need to compute the template for the refined edges associated with the signature.
The C++ map is used during the mesh refinement process. If the signature does not exist in the C++ map then the element is unfillable and additional edges must be split in the hope of changing the transition element to one for which the refinement template exists. In this case, the current approach simply picks the longest un-refined edge to be split. This change introduces iteration as it affects any element sharing the newly split edge.
B. Selecting the Appropriate Template
The use of a signature greatly simplifies the selection of the appropriate template along with the base face rotation and mapping. A refinement template is allocated, filled with the appropriate parameters, and stored in a C++ map using all the signatures associated with the template. Selecting the template then simply requires computing the signature for the element to be refined and using the signature as a key into the template map. If the key is found in the map, the returned values will include the refinement template along with the base face rotation and mapping required to transform the template to be used in refining the element.
VII. 3D Element Refinement Templates
The creation of the required refinement templates information enumerated in Section IV can be manually defined for small numbers of templates. The present effort began in this manner. The homogeneous refinement templates were constructed by hand and a small python program was used to output the child elements to a file that could be visualized to verify their accuracy. The script also computed information such as which child elements are neighbors and which child elements were adjacent to each parent face. The concept of metaprogramming was employed as this script also writes out a C++ source file to set the refinement template information for each templates. The C++ source file is then compiled within the actual refinement code. The refinement template data structures are then used at run time to create the child elements and link neighboring elements. Increasing amounts of automation was added to the script until the entire current set of refinement templates for each element type can be automatically created. The current process for generating the set of templates is described in the next section.
VIII. Automatic Generation of 3D Element Refinement Templates
The refinement templates take the volume bounded by an element and seeks to fill that volume with smaller elements. The current process is incremental and is in effect a crude advancing front mesh generator. An automatic and robust process is required to generate a large set of the three-dimensional element refinement templates as the time to individually verify each template may be prohibitive.
A. Initializing the Front
The process begins by specifying the set of edges that are to refined. For a homogeneous refinement (Template 0) all edges will be refined. A node will be placed at the center of a quadrilateral face that has all of its edges refined. Homogeneous refinement of a hexahedron also requires a new node at the element center. A transition element will have less than all the edges to be refined.
The process begins by creating a front consisting of the faces of the parent/unrefined element. Any face on this initial front that has an edge that is refined will be replaced by the child faces given by the triangle and quadrilateral refinement templates shown in Figures 6 and 7 . At this point the front contains all the external faces that will appear in the child elements.
The number of variants possible for the template is obtained by counting the number of triangular faces with variants on this initial front. A face will have a variant only if triangle Template 2 was used, in which case the face will add two candidate variants.
The front data includes the set of faces on the front and the set of edges on the front along with the two front faces sharing the edge. In addition, a possible set of edges that cannot be on the front are defined and used to prevent choices that would introduce planar elements. The prohibited edges includes the diagonals of all quadrilateral faces on the front and the other candidate edge resulting from a triangle variant that is not being used. The prohibited edges are critical to ensuring a robust procedure that will generate valid elements.
B. Advancing Front Algorithm to Generate Child Elements
A rather simple advancing front mesh generation procedure is used to produce the child elements. The algorithm is based upon a set of heuristicly developed rules rather than any rigorous mathematics. The process begins by selecting a face on the front and checking neighboring faces on the front to see if they form an element that is missing at most one face. If this is true then the front is modified by removing the existing faces from the front and inserting the missing face onto the front. The process then repeats until the front is empty and the parent element is completely filled with refinement child elements.
The approach first tries to generate a new element using a quad face on the front and examines its neighboring faces on the front to see if they form a closed element or have only one missing face. The candidate child elements with quad faces are the prism, pyramid, and hexahedron and are attempted in that order. If the attempt using a quad face on the front was unsuccessful then the process is repeated using a triangle face to form tetrahedron.
In pseudo code the process would be: flag template as non-fillable break } // end loop while front is non-empty
The statement if new element contains probibited edges needs additional explanation. As discussed in Section A, a list of edges that are prohibited from being used to form new elements is created for each template. An element that would use a prohibited edge would eventually require the creation an element that has zero volume and hence is not allowed.
The will bifurcate the front test is required to prevent the front from pinching into two regions. This would require an edge on the front to be shared by four or more faces on the front, which is not allowed by the current data structures. The candidate element is rejected if it has two new faces that will inserted on the front and these faces share an edge that is already on the front.
IX. Generation of Master Templates
The set of master templates is generated by an exhaustive search that loops over each element type (tetrahedron, pyramid, prism, hexahedron) and exhaustively loops over the possible set of refined edges. When a master template is attempted the permuted signatures are also computed. The set of permuted signatures for a master template is then used to eliminate the computation of brute force computation of the permuted templates.
A python program was written to generate the refinement templates. The current procedure generates over 900 unique master transition refinement templates that expands to over 12,000 possible permuted templates. Approximately 60,000 lines of C++ code is output and compiled into the utility that performs the mesh refinement. The speed of template generation is not critical as it is performed only once. The program also outputs lots of extraneous information that is helpful when debugging. The execution speed to generate all the master templates is still reasonable at less than 3 minutes on a modern desktop computer.
X. Results
The current refinement capability is tested for three different geometries and methods of selecting elements to be refined. The first test case is a unit radius sphere where any element with a node in a specified bounding box is marked for homogeneous refinement. The second test case is an overset mesh system for the wing with pylon and bomb as shown in Figure 10 with the elements refined to improve the overlap between the meshes and reduce the number of orphans in the composite meshes. The final test case uses the wing with pylon and bomb geometry and demonstrates combining refinement to improve solution quality with refinement to improve overset overlap.
A. Mixed Element Sphere
The first test case is a mixed element sphere of unit radius with a spherical outer boundary of radius 10. Any element with a node in a bounding box of (0,0,0) to (2,2,2) is marked for homogeneous refinement.
The node and element count for unrefined and refined mesh are provided in Table 9 . The surface meshes before and after refinement are shown in Figure 8 . A total of 5476 elements were tagged for homogeneous refinement because the node of an element was within the specified bounding box.
A total of 251 additional edges were split during 19 passes through the mesh because 7 different refinement templates were not valid as they were not fillable by child elements. A total of 83 transition elements had their remaining edges split turning them into homogeneously refined elements. An option that has not been investigated would be to insert an additional node at the element center so that these templates could be possibly be made valid.
This case clearly illustrates the impact of not having enough usable templates. All elements in the mesh are examined, with the exception of those marked for homogeneous refinement, to identify the refinement template to be use for any transition elements. When the element template is not valid the current approach splits the longest edge, which will also change the templates to be used by any other element that shares the edge. If one or more new edges was split then another pass must be made through the mesh. Storing the list of elements surrounding an edge would eliminate the need to repeatedly examine all elements but at the cost of additional storage. As indicated above, this case required 19 passes through the mesh to identify the appropriate refinement template and determine if it was valid.
The number of passes can be significantly reduced by iterating within an element to split more edges until the element can be filled. This will also change the edges that are refined and the templates used. For the mixed element sphere mesh, splitting more than one edge during a pass by iterating within an element requires only one pass through the mesh to set all the transition element templates. A total of 245 additional edges were split because 4 different non-fillable refinement templates were encountered during the pass through the mesh.
The statistics on the transition element templates used in refining this mesh are shown in Table 11 . The template identifier along with the count of the number of transition elements using the template are shown for each element type. The template identifier for the Tetrahedron, Prism, and Pyramids utilize two parameters: the first is the template index and the value after the "v" indicates the variant. Recall that the variant arises because of the choice of diagonal when a triangle has two edges that are refined. The last column, labeled "Running Sum" is the sum of the template usage counts in that row and all higher rows and provides a quick way to identify the most commonly used templates.
B. Wing with Pylon and Bomb
The second test case is an overset mesh system for a wind tunnel model of a wing with a pylon and a generic bomb as shown in Figure 10 . With the bomb in the close proximity of the carriage position the overlap between the bomb and wing meshes is insufficient to provide quality donors.
When the donor quality is below a specified threshold the donor is rejected. A fringe location is marked as an orphan if no candidate donor with sufficient quality could be found. The typical flow solver will use "orphan averaging" where the solution value at the orphan will be a simple average of its neighboring values. Eliminating the orphans is desirable as the averaging, while useful in allowing the solution to continue, is obviously not as accurate as solving the governing equations or using values interpolated from another mesh. As has previously been investigated, 2, 3 refining the mesh can improve the overlap enough to enable an orphan free overset composite mesh.
Two different mesh systems are examined for this test case. The first is an all tetrahedron mesh for inviscid computations. The second is a mixed element viscous mesh that used the triangular surface mesh from the inviscid mesh as the boundary surface faces. Both mesh system will use two component meshes: The first mesh encompasses the wing and pylon and extends to the farfield and a second mesh surrounds the bomb.
All Tetrahedron Meshes
The all tetrahedron mesh system uses a wing mesh with 155741 nodes and 832604 elements and a bomb mesh with 156899 nodes and 856089 elements. The overset domain connectivity for this mesh system with the bomb in carriage position has a total of 3064 orphans.
The procedure for selecting elements for refinement is similar to that used in Reference 3: The orphan elements and their candidate donors are marked for homogeneous refinement. The capability within Suggar++ allows multiple layers of neighbors of this initial set to also be marked for homogeneous refinement. The purpose of adding multiple layers of neighboring elements is to extend the refined region out away from the orphan so that any new fringes will be able to find quality donors.
The results for differing numbers of neighbor layers are shown in Table 12 , which shows the number of remaining orphans, the element count in the composite grid, and the ratio between the number of elements in the refined grid to the number in the unrefined grid. The results show that the orphans in this grid can be eliminated by adding two neighboring element layers and the expense of less that a 20% increase in the total number of elements. The results for a different all tetrahedron grid with viscous clustering is shown in Table 13 . In this case, 4 neighboring layers are required to be added and the expense of less that a 15% increase in the total number of elements. The remainder of the results in this paper will use 6 neighboring element layers.
The refinement of the wing mesh initially marked 52440 elements for homogeneous refinement. A single refinement template was encountered that was not usable. A total of three passes through the mesh was required to split 244 additional edges in the elements with non-usable templates to enable them to be refined. In this process, 1054 transition elements had all their edges split converting them to homogeneously refined elements. The refinement of the wing mesh used 20 different templates and resulted in 1317330 elements and 229659 points.
Similarly the bomb mesh initially marked 33075 elements for homogeneous refinement The same single refinement template was encountered that was not usable. A total of three passes through the mesh was required to split 124 additional edges in the elements with non-usable templates to enable them to be refined. In this process, 463 transition elements had all their edges split converting them to homogeneously refined elements. The refinement of the wing mesh used 19 different templates and resulted in 1157277 elements and 203664 points.
After refinement, the overlap between the component meshes was improved resulting in no orphans being found.
The transition template usage for the two meshes is shown in Table 14 . The v## in the "Template" column indicates the variant of the particular template, i.e. "9 v02" is second variant of template 9. The count column indicate the number of transition elements that used each template. The "Running Sum" column is a summation of the counts for the row and higher rows expressed as a percentage of the total number of transition elements. Thus we can see that 6 templates are used for greater than 90% of the transition elements.
Cut planes through the unrefined and refined meshes are shown in Figure 11 with the upper portion of the figure showing the unrefined mesh along with orphan locations as dots. The lower portion of the figure shows the refined mesh with fringes locations as dots. The increased overlap produced by the refinement is successful in eliminating all orphans.
Mixed Element Meshes
The mixed element viscous meshes used the triangular surface mesh from the inviscid mesh as the boundary surface faces. The mixed element meshes were obtained using the AFLR mesh generator 6, 7 with prism layers at the solid surfaces, tetrahedron in the outer portion of each mesh, and pyramids to transition the prisms quadrilateral faces to the tetrahedron.
The wing mesh had 691570 points, 1079170 tetrahedron, 964929 prisms, and 9399 pyramids for a total of 2053498 elements.
The bomb mesh had 426919 points, 768554 tetrahedron, 565176 prisms, and 7090 pyramids for a total of 1340820 elements.
The overset domain connectivity for this mesh system with the bomb in carriage position has a total of 12139 orphans.
The refinement of the wing mesh originally marked 115612 elements for homogeneous refinement. A total of 5 passes through the mesh was required to split 1359 additional edges in the elements with non-usable templates to enable them to be refined. In this process, 1687 transition elements had all their edges split converting them to homogeneously refined elements. The refinement of the wing mesh used 59 different templates and resulted in 3196312 elements and 1132499 points.
The refinement of the bomb mesh originally marked 75744 elements for homogeneous refinement. A total of 5 passes through the mesh was required to split 883 additional edges in the elements with non-usable templates to enable them to be refined. In this process, 1376 transition elements had all their edges split converting them to homogeneously refined elements. The refinement of the bomb mesh used 89 different templates and resulted in 2093861 elements and 704349 points.
After refinement, the overlap between the component meshes was improved such that no orphans are found.
The transition template usage for the two meshes is shown in Tables 15 and 16 . Again we can see that a small number of templates are used for the majority of the transition elements with the prism elements using the most templates.
Combined Overlap and Solution Refinement
This example demonstrates that the refinement to improve overlap and eliminate orphans can be combined with the more traditional refinement to improve solution quality. Suggar++ includes the capability to read a list of elements to refine in addition to the set of elements to refine to improve overlap as described in Section 1. The grid system for this demonstration case will be the same all tetrahedron inviscid grid as used in Section 1. An initial solution was obtained with USM3D 8, 9 for the unrefined grid system, which included orphans.
A simple demonstration of incorporating solution refinement was performed using a very simple sensor. The minimum and maximum pressure between a cell and its neighboring cells was found and then the normalized delta pressure at each cell was defined to be the maximum pressure minus the minimum pressure and then normalized by the cell's pressure. Any cell with a normalized delta pressure above a specified threshold was then flagged for refinement and output to a file to be read by Suggar++.
The set of elements flagged for solution refinement are shown in red in Figure 13 along with the orphans (displayed in magenta), which will be refined in addition to their candidate donors. The grids before and after refinement are shown in Figures 15 via a cut plane parallel to the wing through the pylon region. The flow field pressure in the solution on the grid before and after refinement are shown in Figure 15 . The improved resolution resulting from the refinement is clearly evident in the grids and the sharpening of the shock at the pylon trailing edge.
XI. Summary
Mesh refinement can play an important role in improving solution accuracy by enhancing mesh resolution in appropriate regions. Refinement can also be used to improve the overlap between overset component mesh and reduce or eliminate orphans, which are solver locations that need to be interpolated but a viable interpolation source could not be found.
A refinement template will specify how a particular element will be subdivided into smaller elements and is chosen based upon the edges of the element that have been marked for splitting. Homogeneous refinement of an element occurs when all the edges of the element have been marked for splitting. A transition element has only some of the edges marked for splitting and is used to interface the homogeneously refined elements to the unrefined elements.
If a refinement template is not available for a specific element additional edges must be split in an attempt to change it to match an available template. Splitting additional edges, solely because the template is not available, introduces additional refinement that can propagate the refinement outside of the region originally marked for refinement. Having a large number of templates reduces the need to split additional edges and hence the number of additional elements that must be refined.
The present effort has developed an automated methodology to generate the templates used to refine individual elements. Metaprogramming is used where one program outputs source code that defines the templates and is then compiled into the mesh refinement code. The current procedure generates a total of 920 different transition refinement templates that corresponds to over 12,000 different unique possible combinations. Approximately 60,000 lines of C++ code is output and compiled into the utility that performs the mesh refinement.
The present capability was demonstrated for three different approaches to marking elements for refinement. The first demonstration was for a mixed element mesh where all the elements inside a volume are homogeneously refined as one might do to locally improve solution quality. The second demonstration refined the overset component meshes in an effort to improve the overlap between the component meshes and eliminate orphans in the overset domain connectivity. Even with the large number of templates available, some non-fillable transition elements were still encountered. These non-fillable element require marking additional edges for splitting and introduces iteration in the selection of the refinement templates. The final demonstration combined refinement to improve the overlap between the component meshes with solution adaption based refinement and demonstrated the impact of the improved grid resolution.
XII. Future Work
The current capability, as demonstrated, is a significant improvement over previous efforts. Several future tasks would provide additional improvements to the capability.
The first is an ability to derefine the elements in the mesh. Refining transition elements will introduce even poorer quality elements. An improved process would derefine any transition element that is marked for refinement to recover its parent element and then homogeneously refining the parent. The derefinement capability could also be used to recover the original elements in regions where the refinement is no longer needed.
The mesh refinement capability is current only implemented for serial execution. Large grid systems are hence restricted to execution on computers with large memory. Extending the capability to perform the refinement in parallel with a decomposed grid on distributed compute nodes would improve the execution speed and distribute the memory requirements.
Finally, generation of transition refinement templates by inserting a node at the element center would allow more elements to be filled without requiring splitting of additional edges. This would reduce the iteration required to identify the proper refinement template and reduce the expansion of the refinement to additional elements. 
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Refined Mesh Figure 9 . Cut plane intersections with unrefined and refined mixed element sphere mesh. 
